
 

      

          

        

       

 

               

 

               

               

                 

             

              

  

              

  

 

               

              

                 

                 

                    

                

      

  

            

               

              

 

              

           

 

  

              

          

           

            

           

 
 

                

                

              

                  

               

Objection number ..................................................................................................................OBJ23B


Objector’s Name ................................................................ Mark Hackett, Forum for Alternative Belfast


Date submitted............................................................................................................... 10 March 2015


NIMVO plot number .........................................................................................................................N/A


TransportNI has considered the correspondence in the above objection and responds as follows:

1.	 In connection with the draft orders exhibit and recent information talk given by DRD

Transport NI and URS at North Queen Street we respond as follows in short form:

2.	 1: We appreciate that DRD and their consultants have taken on a number of ideas during

the last phase, including moving the Bangor/Westlink connection and the removal of the

access to Corporation Street. Both these measures allow urban design to improve for

these streets.

a) TransportNI notes your support of the changes made to the Proposed Scheme, following

previous consultations.

3.	 2: The Interchange is complex and would benefit from a more open and 'co-design'

approach by more professionals and those with expertise. This would include the cycling

lobby and their points raised regarding lanes on York St. We share the view that cycle

lanes need to be raised, not part of the road surface and should be separated from buses

and cars. They also then act as a useful buffer layer to the pavements. The use of hedges

and linear buffer green landscape should be used at key areas to soften the very wide

visual impression and dominance of cars/vehicles.

Cycling Provision

a) Following the statutory consultation period, TransportNI has further engaged with Sustrans

and DRD Cycling Unit to review provision for all non-motorised users on York Street. All

aspects raised by your response have been considered in developing a revised proposal.

b) We enclose two drawings illustrating the revised proposal for your information. The revised

proposal will be available for discussion at the upcoming Public Inquiry.

Landscaping Proposals

c) As you will be aware, since finalising the Proposed Scheme Report (including the

Environmental Statement) TransportNI has established a Strategic Advisory Group (SAG)

comprising representatives from a variety of government and non-government bodies. The

SAG has developed options to improve scheme aesthetics and enhance user appreciation

through the proposed enhancement of, amongst other things, current landscaping proposals.

4.	 3: In a £130-£160m project it is not credible to claim every improvement for pedestrians,

cyclists and the city cannot be considered for cost reasons - these issues are not being

tested, and we can point to many places were engineering and construction savings could

be made. The scheme is a 'Roads Only' solution - because it is being designed only with

those professionals at the core. The team needs to broaden, and needs the new members



 

                

 

    

             

            

       

 

                

            

            
 

             
   

        
 

                

             

               

              

            

 

       

              

            

            

   

 

                  

           

  
              

         

 

            

                

                

               

             

               

 

    
              

          

           

               

  

 

to give equal weight, and responsibility to deliver quality and safety in their terms of their

discipline.

Non-Motorised User Audit Process

a) The Proposed Scheme has been developed to optimise provision for non-motorised users

within the physical constraints of the existing built environment, and the competing

engineering constraints of the proposed road links.

b) In accordance with Standard HD42 of the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges, the design

team has completed the non-motorised user audit process. Its objectives are to:

•	 encourage all reasonable opportunities to improve the service offered to non-motorised
users;

•	 prevent conditions for non-motorised users being worsened by the introduction of the
Proposed Scheme; and

•	 document design decisions that affect non-motorised users.

c) It is considered that the Proposed Scheme would enhance access to the City Centre for non

motorised users and public transport by the inclusion of northbound and southbound cycle

lanes and a southbound bus lane. In addition, it is considered the local community would

benefit from improved continuity on footway links along York Street, the reduction in crossing

widths, and the removal of significant traffic volumes from the remaining junctions.

Relevant Authority for Development of Proposed Scheme

d) Under the provisions of The Roads (Northern Ireland) Order 1993 (as amended), TransportNI

remains the relevant statutory body for the development of strategic road improvement

schemes in Northern Ireland, in consultation as appropriate with the other government

departments.

5.	 4: There are a number of local issues at North Queen Street where the project has simply

not employed the appropriate care. This has been dealt with elsewhere.

Landscape Treatment
a) TransportNI concurs that treatment of the North Queen Street bridge area would require

careful consideration as the scheme design progresses.

b) Based on the Landscape & Visual assessment, appropriate mitigation & enhancement

measures have been developed and reported in Section 11.7 of the ES, and a set of

Landscape Mitigation drawings are included as Figure 11.7 (7 sheets) in Volume 3 of the ES.

Indicative landscape treatment in the vicinity of North Queen Street bridge is included in these

drawings (Sheet 2). This includes proposed enhanced lighting under the bridge, and proposed

woodland screen planting adjacent to the new housing site at the former PSNI station.

North Queen Street Bridge
c) As you will be aware, since finalising the Proposed Scheme Report (including the

Environmental Statement) TransportNI has established a Strategic Advisory Group (SAG)

comprising representatives from a variety of government and non-government bodies. The

purpose of the group, amongst other things, is to review scheme aesthetics and enhance user

appreciation.



 

                 

               

           

              

      

 

              

               

               

              

             

        

 

                

            

 

              

             

   

   

              

          

           

               

  

 

              

        

 

                  

                

              

      

               

              

          

            

              

   

 

             

             

         

 

d) The extension of the North Queen Street bridge is a matter which the SAG has considered.

The group has endorsed the provision of feature lighting to the undercroft area, use of

Aluminum Composite Material (ACM) graphics panels on the existing abutments (designed

with local community input) and decorative acoustic barriers along the edge of the structure

on both elevations on the Westlink.

e) TransportNI and their consultants have engaged with the Department of Justice and the

Police Service of Northern Ireland to discuss the existing steps and ramps to the north-west

corner of the bridge. It was confirmed that the area had benefitted from an improvement

scheme to address known anti-social behavior in this location. It is understood that this

scheme has been successful in this regard. TransportNI can confirm that the Proposed

Scheme would not significantly impact the existing arrangement.

f) The detailed design of the embankment to the south-west corner of the widened North Queen

Street bridge would ensure access is only possible from the Westlink carriageway.

6.	 5: We have raised elsewhere issues relating to materials, rails, lights and underpass

design. And the necessity to lead the design/build tender process with clearly defined

specification and quality.

Strategic Advisory Group

a) As you will be aware, since finalising the Proposed Scheme Report (including the

Environmental Statement) TransportNI has established a Strategic Advisory Group (SAG)

comprising representatives from a variety of government and non-government bodies. The

purpose of the group, amongst other things, is to review scheme aesthetics and enhance user

appreciation.

b) Any agreed changes to the finishes within the Proposed Scheme would be appropriately

incorporated into the requirements of the construction contract.

7.	 6: There is simply not enough simple detail such as before and proposed spot levels - this

is such basic information in design to be read by the public that its omission seems

designed to cloud rather than illuminate. The expense of models, render etc does not

make up for this simple omission.

a) Table 4.1 in Volume 1 of the Environmental Statement provides a summary of engineering

drawings relevant to the Proposed Scheme and your attention is directed toward drawing nos.

YSI-URS-XX-XX-DR-RE-GD001 to GD011 inclusive, which provide details of existing and

proposed road levels. These drawings are contained within the separately published Volume

3 of Part 2 of the Proposed Scheme Report (the Engineering, Traffic and Economic

Assessment Report).

b) TransportNI also notes that it has undertaken further consultations, including an on-site

demonstration, with local residents to ensure they understand the changes in road levels,

particularly along York Street, associated with the Proposed Scheme.



 

               

                

    

               

    

 

                 

              

                   

                  

      

            

                 

                

   

 

                

                

        

  

            

               

              

 

              

           

 

 

 
 

    
    

     
 
 
 

8.	 7: The fact that other government agencies and council have not acted proactively with

urban design budgets and team works, does not omit the responsibility for DRD to go this

for its own objectives.

a) TransportNI is content that it has met its statutory responsibilities with respect to development

of the Proposed Scheme.

9.	 8: The Landscape design is paramount over the whole project - there is very little evident

this has been given enough emphasis and budget. The Landscape could have distinct

areas and act as gateways for drivers - and needs to be of very high quality as it connects

to residents and people walking. There should be a very large amount of trees (as can be

seen in the M3/East river section)

a) Based on the Landscape & Visual assessment, appropriate mitigation & enhancement

measures have been developed and reported in Section 11.7 in Volume 1 of the ES, and a

set of Landscape Mitigation drawings are included as Figure 11.7 (7 sheets) in Volume 3 of

the ES.

10.	 9: The project will be more successful by adopting a more open and discursive design

approach. There is also the need for outside voices and review, in particular relating to the

non road elements and walkability and cycle provision.

Cycling Provision

a) Following the statutory consultation period, TransportNI has further engaged with Sustrans

and DRD Cycling Unit to review provision for all non-motorised users on York Street. All

aspects raised by your response have been considered in developing a revised proposal.

b) We enclose two drawings illustrating the revised proposal for your information. The revised

proposal will be available for discussion at the upcoming Public Inquiry.

DRD TransportNI
Eastern Division
02 October 2015








